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Ensuring a Safe and Secure Education Experience for
International Students
The Hon. Stuart Ayres, NSW Minister for Enterprise, Investment and Trade, Minister for
Tourism and Sport, Minister for Western Sydney
The NSW government is pleased to once again be supporting the
ACBC Education Symposium. There has never been a more
important time for the NSW Government, education providers and
international students to be working closely together, particularly
when it comes to re-engaging the crucial Chinese education
market.
Over the last two years there has been signi cant disruption
across international education around the globe. The most
important message is that we are back open for business. Over the last couple of years, the
NSW government has supported international students with almost $20 million dollars, with
another $19 million being pledged over the next four years.
We look forward to the return of many more

As we progress into a more open,
post-COVID environment, it is
incredibly important that we keep
dialogue open.

Chinese students to our campuses.
International students are critical to the way
our city and state function, and contribute to
a dynamic society here in Sydney and across
NSW.

Toshi Kawaguchi, Director, International Education and StudyNSW, Investment NSW
The reopening of Australian borders last
December has resulted in an increase of 54,000
international onshore students, with NSW
capturing roughly 40% of all this growth.
China will play an important part in postpandemic recovery of the sector, with Chinese
students accounting for many of the 93,000
international students still overseas.
The Australian government has committed over $40 million to international education since the
start of the pandemic, and the NSW international education recovery strategy has provided a
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roadmap to rebuild better and stronger connections.

Vicki Thomson, Chief Executive, The Group of Eight
Despite the challenges of the
pandemic, The Group of Eight never
lost connection with their valued
students from China. Chinese
students stayed despite the
COVID-19 pandemic. Enrolments
increased by 7%, indicating their
continued interest in studying at high
quality, research-intensive
universities.
However, the negative e ects of
messages conveyed during the
pandemic will pose a problem for Australia for years to come, as the number of international
students and future cohorts decline due to competition from other nations.
In Australia, skills shortages have arisen in the professions of engineering, nursing, information
technology (IT) and cyber security, optometry, pharmacy and more. A 2020 report revealed the
extent of Australia's skill shortage, with international students accounted for 61% of enrolments
in IT, 43% in engineering and 30% in building. International higher degree research students
accounted for 56% in IT, 61% in engineering and 40% in natural and physical sciences. However,
gures from the federal Treasury reveal only 16% of international students remain in Australia,
suggesting that much of the knowledge and capability is lost to Australia in the long term.

Under the new government, Australia must recalibrate
how the nation communicates important messages to

Educational exchange
fosters mutual
understanding and

international students. They are the world's next

respect between the two

generation of highly quali ed professionals who can ll

nations, and the

urgent skill shortages in Australia and overseas.

collaboration gained
from international
partnerships leads to

life-changing research. This is exempli ed through University of Queensland researchers,
Professor Ian Frazer and the late Chinese virologist Dr. Jian Zhou, who developed the cervical
cancer vaccine that contributed greatly to global health.
There needs to be ongoing work on ensuring the wellbeing, equality and support network for
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international students amidst several government-imposed hurdles and regulations.
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Strengthening the Environment for the Education of
Chinese International Students in Australia

Putting Students at the Centre: Australia's National
Strategy for Education
The Hon. Phil Honeywood, Chief Executive Officer, International Education
Association of Australia
Online learning due to COVID-19
lockdowns in China was accepted by
Chinese students as a necessary,
temporary expedient. The Embassy
of China has expressed genuine
interest in supporting Chinese
students’ return to Australia for faceto-face learning. The Department of
Home A airs has gathered data
showing 52% of Chinese students
with visas are still located outside of
Australia.
This makes it crucial to identify what Australian universities’ positions are towards the future of
remote learning. The Tertiary Education Quality and Standards Agency’s (TEQSA) maintenance of
a exible approach will greatly impact the Australian education sector.
There are a range of barriers toward gaining and maintaining international students, including
the new regulation, Migration Amendment (Protecting Australia’s Critical Technology)
Regulations 2022. This limits access to postgraduate courses for international students, if the
course contains critical technology knowledge. It disincentivises international students from
learning in Australia, despite a major need for experts in the IT and technological elds.
As the only destination country with a National Council for
International Education, Australia has proposed a new

With the right policy and

national strategy of the 10-year plan, focusing on 3 major

legal framework, and

themes of Connected, Creative and Caring. This particular
strategy calls for prioritisation of transnational education

with a focus on education

centering around student needs with an emphasis on new

that is Connected,

delivery modes of education.

Creative and Caring,

As an example of untapped opportunity, there are 700

Australia will be able to

international high schools in China, but only 49 that are

strengthen its

teaching the Victorian, South Australia, and Western

attractiveness to Chinese

Australia high school curriculum. This contrasts with our
position as a leading global destination for tertiary studies

international students.
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among Chinese international students.

Australian Universities’ Engagement with China in a PostCOVID Environment
Catriona Jackson, Chief Executive Officer, Universities Australia

In the education sector,
there is an extraordinary,
enduring connection
between Australian and
Chinese students, scholars
and research groups.
Australian universities are in
a strong position to maintain
these connections.
Sixty years ago, Australia made the choice to educate not only its citizens, but also students in
the Asia-Paci c. Since then, education has become something that transcends national
boundaries and brings forth cultural, economic and social bene ts. There are 400,000
international students from 144 nations that arrive in Australia every year for education, looking
to build their future in Australian universities.
Chinese students and scholars have played a big part in Australia's international education story.
Australian universities are deeply connected to Chinese universities through research, education
and academic sta exchange. Research is a global enterprise and international education has
the ability to bring people together.
International education is also Australia's largest

In 2020, there were still more

service export, and China has always been the

than 1,000 formal research

country’s largest partner in this sector. However,
current international student numbers are down to

relationships with China along

2017 levels.

with 500 transnational

In the future, there will be growth in middle class

academic agreements – more

wealth in the Asian region. In China, some 70% of the

than any other nation.

population are already considered middle class. This
socio-economic change reveals a growing need for
skills and education. Australian universities have been building diversi cation into their business
plans for a very long period of time and Australian universities are well-positioned to have a
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substantial role as this demographic trend continues.

Maintaining Engagement with China on Education
Iain Watt, Deputy Vice-Chancellor and Vice-President (International), University of
Technology Sydney
Karen Welsh, Minister Counsellor (Education and Research), Australian Embassy in
Beijing
Andrew Carter, Trade Commissioner (Education) (Greater China), Austrade
Professor Kent Anderson, Deputy Vice-Chancellor Global, University of Newcastle

Education remains an

The previous few years have witnessed major
disruption across the Australian education sector.

important part of the Australia

The onset of the pandemic saw falling enrolments

China bilateral relationship,

from Chinese students, with a total decline of 13%

built on decades of ongoing
engagement. Despite pandemic

between 2020 and 2021. There have been
important intra-sectoral di erences, with VET,
ELICOS and non-award enrolments declining far

di culties, early signals

more dramatically than higher education.

appear positive that this trend

Australia has lost ground to our key competitors -

will only continue.

In the UK, Chinese student numbers are better
than they were pre-COVID. Whilst the major
Australian universities will continue to do well,

Nevertheless, early signals appear
positive. Department of Home A airs
data shows that there were 13,700

smaller institutions may face di culty recovering
market share. Clearer trends in student numbers
will likely not be possible until 2024.

Chinese primary student visa applications
lodged from outside Australia between January and April this year, up by 70% since last year.
This is comparable to the-pre pandemic visa lodgement numbers. Australia’s reopening in
December was an important boost to our reputation. Inquiries for Australia are trending up, and
this will continue to ow through in applications. Despite the impact of COVID, almost 200,000
Chinese students are enrolled with Australian providers, remaining our largest international
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student cohort by nationality.

education, encouraging students and providers to work with high quality international partners.
There is a desire for collaboration to build China's innovation and tech skills, and its expertise in
elds like agriculture, health and food security. As outlined in the China Education Modernisation
Plan 2035, China wants to build a world class education system. The Double First Class initiative
introduced in 2015 is central to this agenda, aiming to increase the global recognition of China's
university system. International exchange and cooperation will be a key part of those e orts.
While there have been huge

China is likely to remain a mainstay for

investments and signi cant

our international education sector. But in a
more competitive environment, Australian
education providers will need to win their
share of demand.

improvement in China's domestic
system, demand for places in high
quality institutions still exceeds
supply. Parents will therefore
continue to look towards international
education as an alternative. China’s
tertiary education rates still remain

far below that of OECD countries, and closing that gap could produce millions more students. A
highly competitive labour market in China will also see more students wanting postgraduate
education, particularly as domestic placements remain limited. Gaps in the labour market for
technical skills will also create real opportunities for our VET sector. Australian VET remains
highly regarded, with a long history of collaboration including in the area of o shore delivery.
Nevertheless, in an increasingly competitive international environment, Australian education
providers will need to win their share of demand. Providers should remember that
employability after graduation is a top consideration for students investing in a foreign
quali cation. Demand for internships and job ready skills within study programs is increasing.
The holistic experience for students coming to Australia is also important. Students are looking
for personal growth and the opportunity to be a part of the Australian community. Providing
support in these areas enhances student experience and leads to important soft power
advantages.
As we support students in coming back, we also need to embrace new opportunities and
technologies for providing quality education through online means. Some 51% of Chinese
student visa-holders, about 53,000 students, remain o shore and studying online, with many
valuing the exibility provided. Australia will continue to advocate for the full recognition of
online learning, including through our work with the UNESCO global and regional conventions
on quali cations recognition.
Australia’s research collaboration with China was almost zero two decades ago. Now, China is
our second most frequent collaborator behind the United States. As we keep pushing for the
importance of research collaboration and its bene ts, ongoing fears around foreign interference
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need to be addressed.
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The Chinese government continues to signal that it values international engagement on

The key word for researchers is

A consequence of recent events, Chinese
researchers do not feel they have the same

transparency. Researchers need to

career opportunities in Australia as before. At

have courage in going forward

UTS, a signi cant number of leading Chinese

and undertaking due diligence in
grant applications.

academics have returned to China. ARC funding
for projects involving a Chinese collaborator
have collapsed. Nevertheless, students and
academics remain committed to collaborating.

Australia’s proportion of joint publications with China continues to remain higher than the US,
UK or Canada’s. In UTS, Chinese students as a proportion of applicants to undertake a PhD have
increased from 30 to 40 per cent.

Strengthening research into the future will require stronger emphasis on cultural competency,
including valuing the contributions of our diasporic academics. In 2015, 66% of China-Australian
research collaboration was undertaken with an ethnic Chinese representative on the Australian
side. The gure has only increased since then. If we are serious about research, we must
respect, honour and leverage our existing diaspora of colleagues, and continue to promote
cultural competency and language ability in our non ethnic Chinese community.

For students and researchers on both sides there is still a strong desire for
engagement. The question lies in Australia’s willingness to commit to and support
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this engagement.

International Education and Employability for Chinese
International Students
Shane Griffin, Executive Director, Sydney Future Students, University of Sydney
Graduate employability is a key
theme of University of Sydney’s
relationship with China and an
integral part of that success story.
According to the 2022 QS Graduate
Employability ranking, graduates
from the University of Sydney ranked
fourth globally for most employable
graduates. Australian higher
education is also a success story,
with nine universities in the top 100.

Beyond discipline-speci c knowledge,
Australia universities excel at

The University of Sydney Business School
o ers the Job Smart program, which
provides international postgraduate

providing soft skills that make

students with career coaching, guidance, CV

graduates successful employees.

development, and authentic industry
experience working on real world problems.

During the pandemic, the University of Sydney engaged with the student body, setting up peer
support groups, chat rooms, and live support for o shore students. In China alone, for
Semester 2 2020, the team called over 10,000 students to provide tailored advice regarding
application and enrollment issues.
The University of Sydney was nimble in a time of crisis. Semester dates were changed when it
was apparent o -shore students were going to be disadvantaged by lockdowns, invigilated
exams were introduced, and there was greater WeChat functionality.
The University of Sydney will continue to deliver a personal experience to its students at scale,
focusing on relationship development (including alumni and corporate partners), and
establishing two-way relationships in the international market.
With China, the approach we that we are taking is deliberate, sustainable and long-term. This
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approach is literally 99 years in the making.

English Language Standards in Post-Secondary
Institutions
Dr. Patrick Pheasant, Chief Executive Officer, NEAS Australia
Brett Blacker, Chief Executive Officer, English Australia
Associate Professor Simon Winetroube, Director English, Curtin University
A large percentage of
international students coming to
Australia must rst go through
an English language (ELICOS)
program, which aims to prepare
students for future study. In
return, Australian students gain
a global perspective through
interacting with international
students on campus.
More than 50% of the sector undertakes voluntary quality assurance with the National ELT
Accreditation Scheme (NEAS), indicative of the primacy of quality in English teaching.
Throughout COVID-19, many ELICOS providers have closed their doors, but many have also
redesigned their programs. There are also several challenges for the sector. ELICOS data shows
that English language enrolment numbers were worse this year than they were 20 years ago,
from an estimate of 30,000 students pre-pandemic to 8,000 in March 2022.
On a positive note, there are immense
opportunities and innovations for English
language programs. 56% of international students
studying o shore studied online last year, a

Despite pandemic setbacks, the
ELICOS sector will continue to adapt
and embrace new innovations as it

signi cant leap compared to a standing start of

works with higher education

zero online classes prior to the pandemic.

institutes to prepare students for

To continue to ensure best practice and quality in

further English-language study.

this new environment, University English Centres
Australia (UECA) have done benchmark studies to ensure that universities collaborate and
compare standards on acceptance to tertiary studies. Additionally, tracer studies have been
enforced. These studies track students coming out of ELICOS and into university, comparing
them to domestic students or international students from other pathways. These show that
international students compare favourably with their domestic counterparts.
Australia is ready for the ‘green elds’ to come, with growing reemployment of teachers, and
attempts to increase current student volume. The ELICOS sector, despite facing various
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challenges in the past decades, remains resilient and future-facing.

Student Accomodation: More Than a Place to Stay
David Riordan, Principal, Thalassa Consulting
Anouk Darling, Chief Executive Officer, Scape
Geoff Denison, President, Student Accommodation Association
Matt Row, Chief Operating Officer, UniLodge Australia
Student accommodation is more
than a place to stay.
The Student Accomodation
Association (SAA) brings together
providers of student-exclusive
accommodation, created in response
to the di culties faced by
international students in the
unregulated private rental market.
It is important for student accommodation to separate itself from the rest of the residential
market. The buildings should be designed, built and operated for students only. With the rental
market remaining tight and expensive, student accommodation should give con dence to
international students that there are a ordable tailored accommodation options for them in
Australia.
To understand international student perspectives, SAA works with prospective o shore
students and their families to ensure their priorities are addressed consistently across all
markets. For example, Scape employs international student ambassadors who have rst-hand
experience to guide their work. Unilodge also employs international students to act as a conduit
for all residents, and run frequent feedback surveys. The result is student accommodation
which directly meets student needs.
During the early period of the pandemic, measures were also taken to support international
students in Australia. The NSW government provided temporary crisis accommodation, allowing
international students to continue to reside in student accommodation despite job loss.
Unilodge accommodation buildings were also engineered with separate air-controlled rooms to
prevent COVID-19 transmission between rooms, adhere to strict government regulations, and
contain on-site nurses to cater for emergency situations.
Previously, international students su ered from information overload and could receive false
information with regard to accommodation from their agents. Now, the National Property
Accredited Scheme (NPAS) provides standards which student accommodation venues must
meet. International students may be tenants in private rental accommodation options, but they
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are valued customers in student-speci c accommodation.

Edu-Technology: A Future with Students at the Centre
Claire Field, Principal, Claire Field and Associates
David Linke, Chief Executive Officer, EduGrowth
Simon Gordon, Chief Commercial Officer, Accredify
Vivian Fan, Director, Golden Education Group

The opportunity for Ed-tech is enormous. In a digital-focused future, COVID-19 has only
accelerated the growth of the Ed-tech market, sparking an online-learning boom and catalysing
innovation in the sector. There are currently 600 Ed-tech companies in Australia, employing
around 13,000 people, and generating 2.2 billion in revenue annually.
The impact of these transformations are already being felt. On a daily basis, 40% of student
inquiries are answered by Arti cial Intelligence (AI) at Golden Education. AI technology eases the
burden on administrative and academic employees as well as being cost-e cient. There are
huge opportunities for Australian education providers to use Ed-tech to cater to the growing
Chinese student demand for quality remote higher education.
A study conducted by Golden Education and Monash illustrates that students recognise the
value of remote learning. 50% of Chinese international students prefer a hybrid learning mode,
30% prefer a fully remote learning mode and only 20% prefer in-person learning. Australian
educational providers can take advantage of this shift in market sentiment to provide virtual
internships to Chinese international students through collaboration with China-based rms.
The Skills and Education Passport launched in Singapore is another innovative EdTech solution
that poses bene ts to the sector. Launched by Accredify, it serves as a digital wallet for a
student’s accumulated skills, quali cations and licences. The passport promotes workforce
upskilling by identifying skill gaps and recommending courses that students can take to advance
their careers. It also allows the government to analyse and map both sides of the job market in
order to better match skill and competency demand. Edutech continues to bring exibility and
increased e ciencies to student, government and educational providers and remains an
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important space to watch.

International VET Students and the Skills Gap in
Australia and China
Felix Pirie, Deputy Chief Executive - Policy & Research, Independent Tertiary
Education Council of Australia
Yuan Peng, Senior Manager Global Engagement, TAFE NSW
Annie Duanmu, Project Manager, TAFE Queensland
China is aiming to raise the status of
vocational education and build greater
capacity, encouraging more students to
undertake skills training in areas of
need. The Ministry of Education
estimates that by 2025, there will be a
shortage of nearly 30 million suitably
quali ed workers for the
manufacturing sector.
Australian VET is highly regarded in
China, with a long history of
collaboration including in o shore delivery which could help to solve this problem.
Beyond o shore delivery, when international students arrive to work in the skilled sector of the
Australian economy, including tourism and hospitality, they become integrated, and an integral
part of the Australian community fabric. Based on the 2016 Census, there were 286,000
international students working in Greater Sydney and Melbourne alone.
However, there are also challenges. When visas preclude international students from working in
Australia after completing their course, and when a course is irrelevant to their home context,
students are disincentivized from studying Australian courses. Education providers should
engage directly with Chinese employers and develop quali cations that are relevant to students'
circumstances. Additionally, vocational education institutions should also maintain close ties
with industry players, o ering courses targeting the skill gap between students’ current
competencies and real industry needs.
In China, for example, aged care will be a signi cant

Australian VET is highly

sector of expansion in the next decade. According

regarded in China, with a long

to the latest national census, over 260 million

history of collaboration.

Chinese people are over the age of 60. Growth in

Success will continue to be

aged care accommodations and facilities will be
accompanied by an expansion of the workforce

dependent on the sector’s

providing quality care and services. In this and many

attentiveness to areas of skills

other areas, VET will continue to play a crucial role

shortage and market demand.
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in upskilling the workforce for a dynamic economy.

Learnings from COVID: International Education in a PostCOVID World
Julian Hill MP, Federal Member for Bruce, Parliament of Australia
Professor Shirley Alexander, Deputy Vice-Chancellor and Vice-President (Education
and Students), University of Technology Sydney
Professor Suresh Cuganesan, Deputy Dean (Students & External Partnerships),
University of Sydney
Oscar Ong, President, Council of International Students Australia

International
education has
brought forth
positive cultural
and educational
institutional
transformation
across Australia.
In the current environment, even as China continues a COVID-zero policies, there is a mutual
governmental desire to bring Chinese international students back onshore in Australia. The
Chinese government has shown interest in this e ort, but visa constraints are hard to address.
Despite the di culties in the bilateral relationship, the international education sector can and
should remain an area of strong mutually bene cial cooperation between Australia and China.
In response to recent reports of increased public racism directed at Asian Australians and
international students, exacerbated by the COVID-19 crisis, the Labor government has
committed $7.5 million to a new anti-racism strategy based on the framework of the Australian
Human Rights Commission. Such incidents do not represent the Australian community.
Australia will remain an inclusive society, and Chinese students have been and will continue to
be, a valued part of the Australian international student landscape.
Particularly, as a result of online delivery mode,

Emerging into the post-COVID world,

there is greater competition from non-

while onshore learning remains central

traditional providers - such as with the

to international education, there should
also be exploration into alternative

emerging startup Multiverse, where students
get paid a minimum wage to learn a new skill.
Additionally, for onshore courses, consideration

educational modes.

should be also be given to potential online
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assessments or online course components.

Institutions must also
focus on providing
students with a unique
qualitative experience

Online assessment is an important aspect of online learning,
and with the rising challenge to academic integrity, academics
are actively considering implementing oral examinations. Survey
and focus group responses indicate that online learning is
bene cial, however there continues to be some di culties, such

onshore, as more and

as time zone di erences, inactive engagement due to no

more students are

cameras, lower participation, and a lack of social or network

expressing interest in
o shore learning.

building opportunities. Institutions must also focus on providing
students with a unique qualitative experience onshore, as more
and more students are expressing interest in o shore learning.

With the Asian consumer market accounting for 50% of anticipated global consumption growth
in the next decade, o ering a $10 trillion USD opportunity, there are various implications for the
Australian education sector with employability being a key issue. With only 43% of international
students in full-time employment, there is a need to encourage employment for international
students in a post-pandemic world. Institutions need to focus on developing greater
connectedness through workshops, career advisories, resume development, and authentic
industry experience working on real world problems.
This may be accomplished through bringing transnational and transregional organisations
together to hire international students and provide them with a pathway to employment
regardless of visa status. In addition to embedding employability skills in the curriculum, higher
education institutions also need to help students with employment opportunities.
International students are particularly vulnerable to mental health problems due to cultural
barriers and a lack of understanding, as the majority come from places where seeking mental
health assistance is regarded as a weakness. As a result, a national mental health standard for
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institutions is necessary as a guide to better support students and multicultural communities.

'Studying to Work or Working to Study?': International
Students and the Australian Economy
Ellen Fanning, Journalist, Australian Broadcasting Corporation
Julian Hill MP, Federal Member for Bruce, Parliament of Australia
Councillor Robert Kok, City of Sydney
Claire Field, Principal, Claire Field and Associates
Belinda Clarke, Chief Executive Officer, Restaurant and Catering Association
Oscar Ong, President, Council of International Students Australia
William Ye, Scape

While the purpose of the overseas student visa program is to study, it's important to recognise
that there are generally two types of employment for students, employment in the retail or
hospitality industry that provides income, and jobs that provide international students the
employable skill relevant to their degree.
With city lockdowns occurring across China and the current COVID-zero policy, Chinese students
have indicated a real sentiment of wanting a real campus experience when studying in
Australian universities, resulting in dwindling casual employment in retail workplaces and
restaurants. As part of a rising middle class with su cient nancial resources, the majority of
Chinese students seek to graduate from a world-class university with a high academic caliber, so
working in elds irrelevant to their study consequently is increasingly unnecessary.
Research suggests that 77% of international

Nevertheless, for those who are

students are paid below the minimum casual

active within the Australian labour

hourly wage. Many students are afraid to report

market, exploitation of

their employers for entitlement violations and

international students in the

underpayments since, prior to the pandemic, their

workforce, particularly within the

student visa included a work limitation of 40 hours
per fortnight. With the removal of the 40-hour

retail and hospitality sector,

limit there are growing concerns about student
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exploitation. As such, new e ective government
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remains a major challenge.

enforcement, facilitation of collective action by international students, and increased provision
of legal assistance from education providers and government should be considered. Additional
concerns remain with the un-capped work hours as they may attract prospective international
students interested in short-term cash bene ts, rather than to enhance their employability.
International students come to Australia to make new
connections, earn a quality education, and gain a range

Educational institutions should

of life experiences. This can include working in casual

raise awareness among

employment in the retail or hospitality sector, which not

international students of

only increases their English pro ciency and provides a

employment law and worker

su cient income stream to support their study or family
at home but also teaches students how to navigate the
workplace and provides important soft skills in teamwork
and communication. International students add to the

entitlements, and provide the
necessary resources for those
seeking redress.

diversity, culture, and vibrancy of Australian cities.
Initiatives such as the International Student Leadership and Ambassador Program organised by
the City of Sydney provide student ambassadors training, mentoring, and coaching to grow
personally and professionally, outside of the university, enriching the student’s experience in
Australia. Stakeholders must work together to ensure this remains a positive experience for
students.
With Australia facing job vacancies of about 100,000 sta in the 55,000 restaurants, cafes, and
catering businesses across the country, an in ow of international students is essential in
maintaining the continuity of the economy in the hospitality sector. However, the key issue
remains in ensuring international students are not being perceived by the Australian
government and businesses as simply a readily expendable solution to ll labour shortages.
International students should be recognised for the signi cant contributions they make to the
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Australian economy.
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